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NEW: The Iguana Knight 

For a more luxurious amphibious RIB experience.

Custom designed to fit your lifestyle.

In 2018, Iguana Yachts launched successfully its 
first amphibious RIB, the X100. In 2020, after 11 

years of continued amphibious development 

and to answer an increasing demand from RIB 
users, Iguana Yachts is proud to be launching 

the Iguana Knight.

Designed with highest standards at its core, the 
Iguana Knight combines all the functional 

capability of a RIB with Iguana’s versatile and 
pioneering mobility system.

Flexible, strong, and uniquely functional, the 
Iguana Knight is the ideal platform for water 

sports or unrestricted exploration. It provides the 

most incredible amphibious capability without 
compromising the fundamental seaworthiness 

expected of a luxurious RIB.
Perfect for waterfront property’s owners who 
want to embark directly from their house.

The Knight is also set up as a chase boat for a 

small superyacht or as a tender on a larger 
megayacht.
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KEY FEATURES 

PREMIUM FEATURES as standard. Comfort 

pack, touchscreen electronics, surround 

sound system, premium upholstery and marine 
head. 

STYLISH – Exquisite attention to detail and a 

chic design for an elegant and luxurious RIB. 
Available in multiple elegant colour themes to 

match your personality, yacht and lifestyle. 

COMFORT – Sleek lines and a spacious deck; 
the ideal combination for a functional, 

comfortable and social tender. Also equipped 
with toilets as a standard.

SAFETY – Unrivalled stability on land and sea 

combined with easy and safe boarding for 
family and guests. Up to 12 persons.

PERFORMANCE – Rugged, flexible, powerful -

the driest, safest ride at sea. Twinned with the 
operational effectiveness of the Iguana 

Mobility System (IMS), exploration options 

really are unlimited. Speed up to 48 kts.

FREEDOM – Simple to store and easy to launch 

and maintain. The added convenience of 

instant shoreside launching allows more 
frequent use than a regular boat.

INSPIRED BY OUR CUSTOMERS, FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

The Iguana Knight answers the demands of our discerning customers for a RIB finished to a more 
luxurious specification. Building on the strong foundations of the X100, the Knight is a bolder RIB

available in five elegant and vibrant colour themes.

Iguana Yachts designers have chosen Midnight Black and Arctic White to provide a neutral 

canvas on which to place your select colours. Subtle accents of Anthracite grey, Vermilion red, 

Ibiza blue, Aegean blue and Cream set the tone for the series and adorn the upholstery, Flexiteek 
and outboard engines. 

“After the huge success of the X100, Iguana 

experienced an unprecedented demand for a 

more luxurious RIB built to a higher specification. 
That’s why we launched The Iguana Knight”

Antoine BRUGIDOU - President & Founder 
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Since foundation in 2008, Iguana’s raison 
d’être is simple: make boating effortless 

and safe. 

The Iguana was created to build boats 
that are disruptive and provide bespoke 

experiences. 

Innovative amphibious boats, hand built in 
Normandy by a highly experienced team 

of designers, engineers and craftsmen.

The unique design of the amphibious 
tracks allows the Iguanas to smoothly 

climb a wide variety of terrains from soft 

sand and wet mud to uneven rocks and 
pebbled beaches.

Iguana Yachts has now boats all over the 
world across six continents.
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The first Iguana Knight is leaving the factory 
in Caen at the end of July 2020


